Introduction
We shall assume in this paper that O and where cr a^nd c2 ä,re constants independent of u .
The first half of (1.1) holds for all bounded domains D. This fact follows directly from the inequality lu-uBld*, c -c(n, r).
Here the supremum on the right hand side is taken over balls B satisfying rB c D for some constant r ) 1 and c is a constant independent of u [RR] . We determine which domains D satisfy the latter half of (1. We can also ask which types of domains satisfy the same type of inequality for seminorms other than the one given by average oscillation. Gehring and Martio [GM] [GO] . In this section we determine which domains satisfy (1.3). and we conclude n't. < @.
Consider now the relative size of neighboring balls. Fix j and choose z, z'€0D sothat d,i:lz-zilarddj+r:lr'-"j+rl. Therefore there exists r e (Bi n Br+r) \ (Ei U Ei+r) and hence lue, -uB;a,l< l"(r) -uBil+ lu(c) -uBj+tl < 2t.
Summing and using (2.15) we obtain lur<,t-uB(y) I = i luo; -uB;7tl12mt<ar(k(r,y))tfi+zt. 
Theset Fisboundedsinceforanypoints r,y e F wehave k(*,y)12t2<x [GP] . Here for each x e F,
so that the radii of the balls B(r) are uniformly bounded. The union of all such balls covers F and we can apply a well known covering theorem from page I of [S] to obtain a subcover of balls Bi : B(*i), nj €F with the following properties:
(i) r c UiBi,
(ii) The balls Bj : BilS are pairwise disjoint.
This gives the useful relation: Proof.If / is a K-quasi-isometry, then lf K" S J(f) I I{n a.e., where "I(/) is the Jacobian of /. Let 7 be a quasihyperbolic geodesic joining r to y in D and set l' : f 0). We can easily check that (3'23) h=#=h(n'r*')' *7)'/'' #' by (ii). Combining (3.22) and (3.23) yields (l^',ho,)' =tc(2,zs)e = "((r* 9)' * (' l,',h")') By a change of coordinates, we have l,re,zs)ed.m=o l,' 1,"'' (,o* #)'rn-2d,rd,x
The first integral is finite for all n ) 2 and l-I p < oo, so we need only consider the behavior of the second integral. After integration with respect to r this reduces to (3.21 'y\,,rä '/ (Note that for all future unions over both i and j as above the notation will be abbreviated U;,7.) We have
We attach the spire ,S;i to base B;i where .9;; is a suitable translation of the spire ,9; generated by We can obtain the following estimates for k(zs,z;i) ar.d *(Sni), k(zs, z;i) < L -clog r; and *(S;) l ct-2.
Substituting these and the value of r; into 3.29, and using (3.3), we see that the sum in (3.29) converges or that D is an .Ll-averaging domain'
To generalize to the case p : n-L for all n) 2, we take the countable dense set of centers generated by the dyadic decomposition of the face lt : 0 in the n,-dimensional cube Q. Define balls Bli of radius r ; -lGni-t) I @-t) (t n-1 ) -r /(n-r; and attach spires of revolution generated by the function S@r). 
